#16 Days of Activism against Gender Based Violence

Time to Get Loud! Take Action; Speak Up to End Gender-based Violence in Kenya

One in five women in Kenya has experienced physical or sexual violence, according... more

UN Women Showcases Successful Strategies on Gender Mainstreaming in HIV Policies

The International Conference on AIDS and STIs in Africa 2015 was held in Harare... more

Women and the Sustainable Development Goals

Key to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals will... more

MUST READ:

The Gender Agenda: Assessing Gender Issues in the Kenyan Media

Implementing the Constitutional Two-thirds Gender Principle

A Primer to the Emerging Extractive Sector in Kenya: Resource Bliss, Dilemma, or Curse

FROM OUR PARTNERS:

Defilement Tops Cases of Sexual and Gender-based Violence in Kilifi County

As the scorching sun continues to bite in the early afternoon in Mnarana in Kilifi County... more

Sign up. Be a heforshe champion. www.heforshe.org

I am a single parent with five children. I had gone to the shamba to pick vegetables only to return to find my five-year-old girl crying and bleeding. She had been raped by our 36-year-old neighbour. I took her to the Cheptais hospital only to be referred to Eldoret hospital, as she had developed complications and fistula.

Norah Nakami, mother of child survivor, Mt. Elgon, Bungoma
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